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Disclaimer: the content of this newsletter is for informational purposes only (i.e. not legal advice). EB-5 visa applicants 
should consult with their own immigration attorney for legal advice

Do you have questions regarding the EB-5 or E-2 visas? Our expert team 
is available to assist anytime.
houstoneb5.com     I     WhatsApp +1 832-829-5805     I     info@houstoneb5.com

Having frequently visited San Antonio, 
Santiago S. was familiar with the city’s 
anticipated growth and future developments. 
Thompson San Antonio and The Arts 
Residences caught his attention. After 
considering the project viability and EB-5 
Visa benefits, Santiago invested with Houston 
EB5. Another factor in his decision was our 
track record of successful EB-5 projects. 
While invested, Santiago has received 
professional attention from the Houston 
EB5 team including project news updates 
and personalized immigration process 
communications.

Watch Testimonial 

NEWSLETTER

Special Feature: Client Success Stories

INDUSTRY NEWS

Forbes: USCIS Appeal Sparks Speculation 
About The EB-5 Foreign Investor Program

As the EB-5 Regional Center program remains in a state of limbo, 
Houston EB5 makes every effort to keep you informed of policy 
changes and industry happenings.

To that effect, we summarized a recent article by Forbes:

• The U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Service (USCIS) 
filed an appeal to the Behring Regional Center lawsuit

• The Behring decision had reduced the minimum EB-5 
investment down to $500,000

• The appeal did not include a motion for a “stay” of the 
Behring decision, which implies the USCIS is still ac-
cepting petitions at the $500,000 level

• Due to the pause of Regional Center applications, the 
USCIS is likely to have more time available to process 
Direct Investment EB-5 applications and in turn, pro-
cess them quicker. 

To read the Forbes article in its entirety, click here.

Moderno is quickly expanding across America. Coming soon are 
locations in Orlando, Phoenix, and Los Angles. Investment opportunities 
for these locations have closed, but there are still open spots in Atlanta 
and Denver. If you are considering investing, we would encourage you 
to contact us as soon as possible. Spots are limited and the investment 
amount is likely to increase as early as September 30th. 

PROJECT NEWS

Moderno Porcelain Works - 
Phoenix has been Fully Funded

Operating Locations:

1 - Headquarters: Houston, Texas

2 - Miami, Florida

3 - Central Texas

4 - Twin Cities

5 - Dallas, Texas

6 - San Diego, California

Coming Soon:

7 - Orlando, Florida [Oct 2021]

8 - Los Angles, California [Oct 2021]

9 - Phoenix, Arizona [Nov 2021]

Future Locations:

10 - Atlanta, Georgia

11 - Denver, Colorado
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sdgUlo9ZNCo&t=1s
https://www.forbes.com/sites/andyjsemotiuk/2021/08/30/uscis-appeal-sparks-speculation-about-the-eb-5-foreign-investor-program/?sh=115a3f725c17
https://houstoneb5.com/contactus/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=whatsapp&utm_campaign=august_newsletter

